Case Study

Project Description

AllGoVision Video Analytics Solutions in
China, Hong Kong and Macau Market

Location: China, Honk Kong and Macau
System Integrator: Securex
Solution Details:
Cameras: IQInVision IP Cameras
Video Management Software: Milestone
Video Analytics: AllGoVision
Vertical Market: City Surveillance / Critical Infrastructure
Use case: Security & Intelligence
Features: Intrusion, Suspicious Incidences, People Counting

Project Requirement
There are various video analytic requirements from China, HK,
Macau with use cases like detection of loitering of vessels,
people counting provided to us by our value added reseller
Securex. Securex fulfilled the requirements using AllGoVision
video analytics solution. The requirement also involved
customization of solution for people counting.

AllGoVision Solution
Securex is a Tier 1 value added reseller of AllGoVision who is
well trained to operate, install AllGoVision. Securex is having
deep expertise in Surveillance solutions and they were able to
show video analytics features demo to customer and get their
feedback. The customization is provided by AllGoVision to fulfil
the requirements if required. For example, people counting
project in Macau Tower required customization of report
generation which was provided by AllGoVision. Securex has
shown AllGoVision demos to different customers and upon
acceptance the case was taken forward.

Benefits
It is important that Video Analytics meets customer expectation.
It is possible by working with technically capable reseller in
close association with customer to meet their requirements. In
all the projects we do with Securex, the software capabilities are
known upfront to the customer. Customization is also provided
if required in order to meet the requirements. Meeting different
requirements of intrusion detection, people counting,
suspicious detection is an evidence for satisfying video analytics
expectation of customer by AllGoVision software.
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“It's been more than a year
since we have been associated
with AllGoVision. The features

portfolio is large enough to
address all type of client
requirements pertaining to
video analytics. The pre and

post-sales support offered is
appreciable. We wish all the
best to AllGoVision team and
look forward to win more

projects together.”
Mr. Alex Kwan
Director, Securex
About AllGoVision
AllGoVision group started in 2009 and became an
independent company AllGoVision Technologies
Private Limited in 2016. Headquartered in Bangalore
with branches in the US and Dubai, AllGoVision is a
leading video analytics software and has a global
spread of sales partners, with proven installations
worldwide. We have dedicated ourselves into in-depth
research and product innovation. AllGoVision video
analytics software is equipped with 40 plus basic and
advanced Video Analytics features. It is an Open
Platform Analytics integrated with many VMS
manufacturers. AllGoVision focuses on providing
following benefits to its customers – robust
performance, cost efficiency, ease of use and
customization.
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